Appendix D

APPENDIX D
Dear Ms Miller,
Thank you for the returning my call today.
Following your conversation with my wife, Mrs Victorio, please see below the reasons why
we are objecting to this proposal in the strongest possible terms :
Firstly, it was our understanding that yellows lines were to be put in place along Folly road at
the junctions near to the main school, these being Chapel Close, Chestnut Close and perhaps
as far as Heath Way in the direction of my home – BUT NO FURTHER !!! As you know, at this
moment in time, we have had no incidents with people parking outside our home to pick
children up from the school. I have no objections to parents parking outside my home whilst
collecting their children from the school, so surely I have a say about what does and doesn’t
happen outside my home, just as those outside the school have the right to object at what
happens outside THEIR home ???
Secondly, since we moved in a year ago we have mentioned to the Parish Council and Suffolk
County Council at the Parish meetings that vehicles drive too fast down Folly Road. Taking
into account, that our house is a collection of three houses that are the first to be
encountered by speeding motorists coming into the village, we feel we have more authority
and more awareness on the dangers that are truly faced by the people at this end of the
village as opposed to the few people who don’t like the village looking “untidy” - also known
as a few parked cars..............!!
Thirdly, John Steele says a few years ago someone died along this stretch of road and yet
people seem more interested in someone parking their car on Folly Road, than someone
driving down there at 60mph - right past the school that all OUR children go to. We can only
assume that the desire for yellow lines are being led by the elder residents in the village
rather than the younger families whose childrens lives are being put at risk by speeding
motorists !!!
We were led to believe that you were a progressive council looking to maintain the integrity
of the village while modernizing it to fit the modern world. Well, cars have got faster and
more dangerous but a section of the village seem more bothered about cars that don’t
move.......... Did these same people object to the school being built in the first place ??? Or
were their children of an age where the school was the necessity to them, as it is to my
young family and the others in the village, and not the inconvenience it is being portrayed to
be.
As a fully paid up member of the taxpaying local community, I would like to organise a
petition against this as I believe that I have an adequate number of people within the village
who are also against this scheme. What is the final day for me to present this petition to the
local Parish and Governmental councils respectively please ?
Yours Sincerely
Nathan Victorio

